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The studio in the School of Architecture and Urban Design of the University of Sao Paulo: the 1962 Reform and its contemporary issues

This communication results from my doctoral research finished in 2009, and is also a part of researches I intend to develop related to the teaching of project design.

The graduate course for architects at the University of Sao Paulo was created as an autonomous school in 1948, named as the School of Architecture and Urban Design. It was one of the first courses of its kind in Brazil. It was constituted from a faculty whose majority was aligned with modern Brazilian architectural thought, distancing itself from the traditional teaching methods of the School of Fine Arts or from the formation of the engineer-architect of the Polytechnics.

During its structuring, since 1948, and starting from a discussion process undertaken by its faculty, from 1962 onwards, a curricular reform was implemented in which is adopted the idea of the studio as the centre of the architect’s formation and as a privileged moment of convergence of all learning acquired in the other courses.

Beyond the centrality of the studio, the 1962 Reform — as it became known — also proposes a new structure for the School itself, which is, from then on, organized into four Departments: 1. Project Department; 2. History Department; 3. Applied Sciences Department; and, 4. Technical Courses.

Among these four new departments, we will focus on the first one, that is, the Project Department. It has as its motivation, from the aforementioned central structure of the studio, the project teaching comprising four different, but complementary, scales, which are: object, building, city, and visual design. To realize this intent within the new educational scheme, the Project Department was responsible for teaching four course axes, from the first to the last year of the program. These axes were named at the time as Sequences. They were thus structured as Project Sequence, Planning Sequence, Industrial Design Sequence, and Visual Communication Sequence.

Professor Lucio Grinover (2009), who actively participated in this process, initially as a student and later as a professor at FAU USP, from 1958 to the present day, during an interview for my doctoral research, elucidates this new project teaching structure, also defending the desire, at the time, of realizing a broader Project University which would superimpose over the limits of a School of Architecture and Urban Design (FAU). The term Project University is coined by Professor Grinover himself to express the intention that everything, independent of scale, could be the object of the architect’s project before its production, be it industrialized or unique. Professor Lucio Grinover thus expresses his point of view:

This individual, when he left FAU USP, was one that could design in several areas, he would choose the area on which he would concentrate, and this is why there were the four sequences: Project, Industrial Design, Visual Communication, and Urban Design. FAU USP’s idea was a little utopic, I agree, but I think that it is still an extremely valid idea even today, of practically having a Project University. This was my great dream as a boy, to be able to participate and collaborate in the creation of a Project University. (...) Okay, what mattered was having all teaching as basic, all the teaching development, be it theoretical or practical, in a project.1

In this context, and differently from other schools of the same period, at FAU USP the option was not to form a specialist, for example, an architect and urban designer, or an object designer, or a graphic designer, as nowadays happens in Brazilian schools. The student was obliged to qualify and, in consequence, to grade, in all these areas, by mandatorily attending all project sequences: industrial design, visual design, building and urban design. After graduation, then as a professional, he would choose in which area he would like to develop his activities. The professional could then choose only one area in which to practice, but with a reflective vision of someone who considers all the other areas as a prerequisite for the determination and development of any project scale.

Within this teaching conception, that is, the idea of a Project University, basic knowledge would be inserted into the education in the four project sequences, in which each one would hold the introductory character for its learning. Let’s examine, for example, the case of the Industrial Design Sequence. As per reports and document examination referring to education in this area, it was always considered important that the student should pass through an introductory character formation on representation and technical drawing at object scale, which has certain peculiarities in relation to drawing at building or urban planning scale. For materializing this drawing at object scale, which has certain peculiarities in relation to an introductory character formation on representation and technical drawing at object scale, which has certain peculiarities in relation to drawing at building or urban planning scale. For materializing this education to students in those pioneer years, FAU USP established partnerships with the SENAI* network, which provided, for the drawing classes at FAU USP, small models used for teaching mechanical drawing at SENAI.

In those pioneer years of Brazilian industrialization, during the 60’s, in which FAU USP also considered industrial design within its objectives, in examining the School’s proposal for a complete education that was to be conferred on the architect enabled to also act in the professional field of design, it is important to highlight two additional characteristics of the course.

One of them is with respect to the final year’s dedication towards completion of a thesis project, on a theme, also at object scale, of the student’s free choice, but accompanied by a teaching advisor.

The fourth year work has a thesis project character, in which, during its development, should be used all practical training and the sedimented technical-theoretical information of the first three years. It shall be developed in three stages: Information, Project, Presentation. Note: The results shall be submitted to the appreciation of the industry. (FAU USP, 1963).

This character conferred on the fourth year demonstrates that the formation of an industrial designer is not understood as secondary or as complementary within the School, since it involves the development of a project in the same manner as what is demanded by FAU USP for course conclusion, in both the architecture and the urban design fields.

Another issue is with respect to a double evaluation process for exercises, by both the faculty and by industry, as the above mentioned quote demonstrates relative to the project developed in the fourth year.

Professor Lucio Grinover, with respect to the above, of approximating FAU USP’s architects’ production to the Brazilian industry, in 1966, as first president of the ABD!, presents an article on industrial design in a magazine directed at industries. It was published in the magazine O Dirigente Industrial (The Industrial Leader). In his article, Grinover calls attention from industrialists towards the necessity of thinking a Brazilian cultural design and incorporating it into our industrial production. To Grinover, this would be a way to avoid the continuous and uncontrolled importation of design, with its consequent evasion of financial resources, which, still according to Grinover, characterized the major part of the great Brazilian industrial development which the country traversed after the Second World War. In defending his point of view, Grinover reminds us that the country already had reached a capacity for producing its own industrial design, seeing that its merits had been recognized even overseas. To prove this theory, Lucio Grinover mentions two international prizes received by the Brazilian industrial design. The 1957 “Soft Couch” (1 Soft Couch, Sérgio Rodrigues), by architect Sergio Rodrigues, awarded in 1961 by the Concorso Internazionale del Mobile, in Cantu, Italy, and that was being produced and sold in Europe. The second example was the popular car Aruanda (2 Car Aruanda, Antonio da Rocha), by FAU USP’s alumnus, architect Antonio da Rocha, winner of the Brazilian prize Lucio Meira in 1964, with an automobile design which is then produced by Fissore in Italy and lures visitors to the latest Turin Auto Show. In the same magazine, Dirigente Industrial, aiming at linking FAU USP’s production to Brazilian industry, Grinover equates the School’s architectural students’ production to these two examples of Brazilian industrial design, award winners overseas. In one of the article’s pages he publishes prototypes of home appliances and equipment for the construction industry, this last being wall panels with the hydraulics installed in their interior (3 Dirigente Industrial, Lucio Grinover). All these works are from FAU USP students, developed within their Industrial Design sequence, and they are thus presented by Grinover (1966, p.27). These products are just a small but eloquent sampling of the creative capacity of the University of Sao Paulo School of Architecture and Urban Design’s young generation of designers.

The time span proposed for this work closes it in 1968, since it aims at examining a moment we consider as pioneering, due to the structuring and deployment of a new architectural education at FAU USP. As was said, the form with which FAU USP conjugates the teaching of architecture in its different scales of project intervention is unique in Brazil. And, as to its consequences, it’s worth indicating two ulterior observations. The following decades, that is, from 1970 to present days, there was an enormous proliferation of new autonomously structured Architecture and Urban Design courses in Brazil. The educational model determined by FAU USP, within this study’s time period, with respect to the centrality of the studio in relation to the other courses, unanimously served as a model for all other new Architecture and Urban Design courses from 1970 on, or for reformulations of some older courses. But as to the plural education of design, understanding the different scales as a professional
of designers. In the aforementioned context, the linking of talents on the different project scales is maintained to an extent — however, no longer within the scope of future professional competencies which the student will receive, but within the scope of a critical and reflexive qualification scope, in which the architect and the designer may consider the necessary transit and complementarity among all the scales, from and towards the realization of their project activities.

To think these relations of complementarity in different project scales still seems to us an important and valid idea for the formation of the architect, in which the studio is still placed as a privileged space for teaching, information and formation. To finish and complement my exposition, I would like to quote the writer Italo Calvino (1990, p. 79), in an excerpt from As Cidades Invisíveis (The Invisible Cities):

Marco Polo describes a bridge, stone by stone.
— But which is the Stone that sustains the bridge? — asks Kublai Khan.
— The bridge is not sustained by this or the other stone, — answers Marco — but by the curve of the arch that they form.
— Kublai Khan remains in silence, reflecting. Then he adds:
— So why talk about the stones? Only the arch interests me.
Polo answers:
— Without stones the arch doesn’t exist.

---

1 Interview of Lucio Grinover by the author on March 4th, 2009.
2 The Industrial Education National Service, SENAI, is an institution created and maintained by an association of Brazilian industries, and which has as its main objective the training or qualification of technical labour for the national industry.
3 The Brazilian Association of Industrial Design, ABDI, was created in 1963.
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